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BONDING MOMENTS
The percentage of institutional investor bond trades* on Tradeweb
using its AiEX tool reached a record in the second quarter
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A WIDER
POOL
The growth in auto-quoting, price aggregation and
electronic execution in corporate bonds has given
buyside traders a chance to verify prices more
efficiently and make quicker decisions. But some
market conventions die hard.
Broker dealers still sit on the other side of many
credit trades, with about 56% of buyside volume in
the U.S. investment grade corporate bond market
handled by the five largest dealers, according to
researcher Greenwich Associates.
Nevertheless, portfolio managers are increasingly
able to trade with their peers in a comingled pool
, aided by new technologies and means of price
discovery.“All-to-all [trading] has certainly moved
from theory to reality” in credit markets, wrote
Greenwich’s Kevin McPartland in a recent report.
MarketAxess, which has an approximately 85% share
of institutional corporate bond trading on electronic
platforms, has a tool it calls Open Trading serving
more than 1,600 institutions. Since the platform
operator is also a registered broker dealer, buyers and
sellers face MarketAxess as the central counterparty,
keeping flows anonymous. Open Trading saw $2.1
billion in average daily volume in the second quarter
of this year, up 48% from the year-earlier period. The
number of responses grew 57% over the period (see
chart 2).
But just because customers can print trades with
other customers, it doesn’t make dealers irrelevant.
In certain instances, when customers can’t complete
trades on such anonymous venues, their dealers will
put balance sheet to work and provide the liquidity
they need. While most of the negotiations behind
corporate bond trades still happen by phone or by
chat message, the growing use of technology shows
the marketplace is changing.
BNY Mellon Capital Markets, LLC is committed to
evolving with the market, supporting both innovative
and traditional ways of servicing our clients’ liquidity
needs.

(CHART 2)

ALL SYSTEMS GO
On the MarketAxess Open Trading system, where anyone can trade
with anyone*, volumes are up 48% year over year
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*Professional trading institutions signed up as counterparties to the MarketAxess broker dealer
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